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Coming Up (Lord Willing) 

May 16—Brian Young—Creation Outside the Box 

Jun. 20—Glen Collins—Progress to Theory of Everything 

July 18—Glen Collins—Artificial Intelligence and Real 
Stupidity 

The Three Most Significant Events in Human History 
 Bruce Malone is returning with a talk that will help us keep current events in perspective compared 
to history 

 Everyone can list significant events which have occurred in our lifetimes. Yet most of them will be 
forgotten and irrelevant to the vast majority within a few hundred years. But there are three 
historical events which still impact every human on the planet even though they are largely ignored 
and denied by both the academic world and most churches.  

 Take some time before the meeting and consider what you think should be on this list. Come and 
see if they are the same as Bruce’s three events. 

 Bruce is able to communicate with everyone from 5 to 105 years of age so bring the whole family. 

Updates at www.tccsa.tc All meetings free and open to the public. 

Bruce is also scheduled to speak on Wednesday April 19 , 7 PM at Living Springs Church, 8001 
University NE about 3 Miles north of I-694. From south exit on 79th Ave and take service rd into 
parking lot. From other directions exit 81st Ave. E. one block to 5th St, one block S. to Wyldwood, W. 
to service rd. 

Joe Taylor was scheduled to speak in February but he was hospitalized due to cancer and passed away a couple 

weeks later. Neil Smith, a TCCSA board member spoke in Joe’s place on Nimrod and the Tower of Babel. We 

were unable to let everyone know of the change unless they had email. 

Have you considered… 

 ...our home, planet Earth. If the sun where closer to the earth, we would burn 
up; if farther away we would freeze. The earth takes 24 hours to rotate giving it just the right amount 
of heat and cold. Faster would also cause more powerful storms. If the earth was not tilted at 23 
degrees, the countries near the poles would be dark and cold all year long. If it tilted too much, the 
seasons would be very extreme – for example, the planet Uranus; here the winter lasts for 42 years 
in total darkness! If Earth did not have a large revolving moon, we would have no tides, causing the 
ocean waters to grow stagnant and produce no oxygen for its creatures. With other planets where we 
can study them shows how bad things could be. What we see is a planet that is perfectly balanced 
for our habitation. We see design in perfect balance. When we see a design we know there must be a 
Designer. Our Designer/Creator thought of everything and saw that it was very good. 

…stop and consider God’s wonders.  Job 37:14 

Without Excuse, V on Vett, Malone, April 30 

http://tccsa.tc/fair/index.html


TCCSA's STATEMENT OF BELIEF 

We believe in God: The Father, Son and Holy Spirit.  We believe that the Bible is the inspired Word of God, and that all of its assertions are 

historically and scientifically true in the original autographs; this means that the account of origins in Genesis is a factual presentation of actual 

historical truths. We believe that the origin of matter and all basic types of living things, including man, came about through direct creative acts of 

God during the six-day creation week described in Genesis.  Whatever biological changes have occurred since the creation week have accomplished 

only changes within the created kinds.  We believe that the great flood described in Genesis, commonly referred to as the Noachian Flood, was an 

historic event, world-wide in extent and effect.  We accept the account of the special creation of Adam and Eve as the first man and woman.  Their 

subsequent fall into sin, by disobedience of God's direct command, is the basis for our belief in the necessity of a Savior for all mankind.  Therefore, 

we believe that Jesus Christ is our Lord and only Savior and that personal faith in Him is necessary for salvation.  

 

  I want to become a member of TCCSA and I subscribe to the Statement of Belief.                          

        (Calendar year membership dues are $20.00. Students do not pay dues.)                                                      

 

  I want to renew my membership in TCCSA (note dues above).                                                                 
  
  Mail newsletter                                  E-mail newsletters and updates                                                        
 

 

  I want to make a donation to help promote Creation Science. 

  TCCSA ___________________Adventure Safaris____________________ 
 

NAME__________________________________________________E-Mail__________________________________________PHONE_________________________ 

 
STREET___________________________________________________________CITY/STATE/ZIP_____________________________________________________ 

E-Mail:  david-johnson@usfamily.net 
 

Mail:    TCCSA 

           6300 Georgia Ave. N.  

           Brooklyn Park, MN 55428-2526 

 

 

 

 

 

We’re on Facebook www.facebook.com/pages/TCCSA/110571272303973?ref=ts  
TCCSA is on Instagram: @tccsa_tc and on Twitter: @TCCSA_TC. TCCSA programs 
are on YouTube & Rumble—links at www.tccsa.tc. DVDs are also available 

Why study and learn about Creation and Evolution? 
Some of you have attended TCCSA meeting for decades. Why?  

 Have you not heard just about every theory regarding creation and evolution?  

 Do you believe what you do believe because of the evidence?  

 Do you believe just because the Bible says so? 

 Did you believe one way before your heard the evidence? 

 Did the evidence you heard/read/saw change your mind? 

 Is the evidence able to remove all doubt even if it can’t be repeated? 

 Are you able to present the evidence in a way that others can understand? 

 Do you present the evidence to others in your conversations? 

 What has been the response you have received? 

 Has TCCSA been instrumental in helping you believe and tell others? 

 Is there something TCCSA could do in your opinion to have a larger impact for Jesus? 

 Is there something you could do to have a larger impact for Jesus? 

 Is this enough questions? 

http://www.facebook.com/pages/TCCSA/110571272303973?ref=ts
http://tccsa.tc/fair/index.html

